Southwest Area Monthly Outlook
June 2016
WEATHER FACTORS AND OUTLOOK:
Drought Conditions: As of May 31st, the U.S. Drought Monitor indicated an area of moderate
drought across the southern half of Arizona and into southwestern New Mexico. The U.S.
Seasonal Drought Outlook released May 19th predicts that the moderate drought conditions
across Arizona will persist into the summer, while drought will be mitigated across southwest
New Mexico.
Precipitation Anomalies and Outlook: Precipitation for the month of May was highly variable,
with areas of 200% of normal over western and central Arizona, western New Mexico, and west
Texas…and locations elsewhere generally showing 50-75% of normal or less. The CPC outlook
for June indicates a tendency for overall near normal precipitation, with enhanced chances for
above normal precipitation east of the Rio Grande and across far northern New Mexico.
Temperature Anomalies and Outlook: May saw abnormally cool conditions across the area,
with average temperatures running fairly uniformly from 2-4°F below normal. The latest CPC
outlook for June indicates a trend of continued cool conditions across the eastern plains, and a
shift towards a higher likelihood of above normal temperatures across the west.
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Normal Fire Potential overall, but with Above Normal significant fire potential
across the southwest half of Arizona.
Significant fire potential is expected to rapidly shift from Below Normal in May to
Normal to Above Normal in June across Arizona…with the greatest potential being
across southwest half of the state, especially below the Mogollon Rim. Grass, brush
and dead fuels in this area should dry quickly, with the slope and aspect beneath the
Rim aligning with prevailing southwest winds to support the enhanced potential.
New Mexico and west Texas look to stay on the cooler and moister side, supporting
Normal fire potential…possibly even Below Normal. The overall weather pattern
looks to remain active for June, bringing continued weather variability – including the
potential for both lightning and wind events.
Prescribed fires are not often conducted in June, but a number of wildfires are being
managed under a multi-strategy/multi-objectives approach. Such incidents will need
to be wary of what may be unusually rapid shifts in conditions owing to the variable
weather pattern.
Fire modelling efforts should consider spending extra time considering the weather
and climatology inputs, as these have been highly variable and anomalous.
Prediction schemes relying on climatology may be highly challenged.

